Infinova Creates A&E Consultants' Website to Download Specifications and Drawings
MONMOUTH JUNCTION, NJ - December 14, 2009 - Infinova today announced that that it has made A&E
Consultants' jobs easier by providing a single location on its website that provides all the information they need to
create and specify a video surveillance system. By going to the Infinova website at www.infinova.com and clicking
"A&E Download" at the top of the page, A&E consultants and others can obtain A&E specifications as PDF's and MS
Word documents, AutoCAD and Visio drawings, plus product photographs for all Infinova products.
"To help A&E consultants get easy and fast access to information about Infinova products, they can use this site to
directly download information they need," emphasizes Mark S. Wilson, Infinova vice president, marketing. "As a
result, they can complete detailed proposals more quickly and with more accuracy for their clients."
Consultants can download all models at once or individually. A quick link takes them to various product categories
including fixed cameras, lenses and IR illuminators; IP network fixed cameras; camera housings and mounts; pan/tilts
and receiver/drivers; fixed IP mini-domes; integrated PTZ camera; PTZ dome cameras; monitors and matrix
switchers; keyboards and controllers; CCTV accessories and VOIP; software and DVRs, fiber optics; and fiber optics
accessories.
To try out the new service, interested parties can go to www.infinova.com.
About Infinova
By helping integrators provide their customers with best-in-class, large and small video surveillance solutions,
Infinova helps integrators generate more business by being able to say "yes" to a broad scope of projects. Infinova
provides IP and analog surveillance cameras and components, camera accessories, monitors, power supplies and
fiber optic communications devices as well as customized solutions. Infinova partners with brand-leader
manufacturers to create turnkey solutions and tests and verifies the functionality of their partners' s solutions when
integrated with Infinova products. Infinova works diligently to assure integrators can provide affordable solutions and
is acknowledged in the industry for their exceptional customer service programs. With such customer focus, Infinova
is often called "the integrators' manufacturer."
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